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This study reports on non-durational acoustic correlates of typologically rare word-initial
consonant gemination in Kelantan Malay (KM) by focusing on two acoustic parameters –
amplitude and f0. Given the unusual characteristics of the word-initial consonant contrast
and its potential maintenance in domain-initial environments, this study sets to examine
the extent to which amplitude and f0 can potentially characterise such a contrast in KM
in addition to the cross-linguistically established acoustic correlate of closure duration.
The production data involved elicited materials from sixteen KM native speakers. RMS
and f0 values were measured at the start of the vowel following stops and sonorants
produced in isolation (i.e. utterance-initial position) and in a carrier sentence (i.e. utterance-
medial position). Results indicate that the consonant contrast is reflected in systematic
differences in (i) vowel onset amplitude and f0 following the target consonant and (ii)
the ratios of amplitude and f0 across two syllables of disyllabic words. There are also
effects of utterance position, manner of articulation and voicing type on the magnitude of
contrast between singletons and geminates with utterance-initial voiceless stops generally
showing the greatest magnitude difference. The conclusion is drawn that the KM word-
initial singleton/geminate consonant contrast can be associated with a set of acoustic
parameters alongside closure duration.
1 Introduction
Most languages contrast consonants in word-medial position (e.g. Ham 2001 on Lebanese
Arabic, Hansen 2004 on Persian, Aoyama & Reid 2006 on Guinaang Bontok), while only
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a handful of them do so in word-initial position (e.g. Ridouane 2007 on Tashlhiyt Berber).
Kelantan Malay (KM), spoken in Northeastern Malaysia is unusual amongst the world’s
language in having a phonemic contrast between singleton and geminate consonants solely
in word-initial position (e.g. /kabo/ ‘blurry’ vs. /kkabo/ ‘beetle’; see our experimental data
shown in Table 2 in Section 2.1). As such, like closely related Pattani Malay (e.g. Abramson
1987), KM presents an interesting case study for the experimental investigation of word-initial
consonant gemination.
Besides durational acoustic correlates (e.g. closure and VOT duration) discussed in the
phonetic literature with regard to consonant gemination in word-medial position (e.g. Local
& Simpson 1999 on Malayalam) and in much less-investigated word-initial position (e.g.
Muller 2001 on Cypriot Greek), many researchers (e.g. Ridouane 2007) have also attempted to
understand the potential relationship consonant gemination may have with additional, possibly
language-specific, non-durational acoustic parameters and examine how these ‘co-variants’
potentially mark further the singleton/geminate contrast. More specifically, some studies (e.g.
Abramson 1998) have investigated whether and how non-temporal cues help disambiguate
the word-initial consonant contrast in certain contexts, such as in the case of voiceless
stop geminates in utterance-initial position. As noted in Abramson’s (e.g. 1998) work for
Pattani Malay (henceforth PM), a closely related Malay variety with which KM shares many
phonological features,1 acoustic closure duration information is unavailable in this specific
utterance condition and therefore perceptually indiscernible. In this context, Abramson (1987,
1998) suggests post-consonantal vowel amplitude and f0 operate as important secondary cues
to the PM word-initial contrast (the next three subsections will explain this point in detail).
Abramson (2003: 390) further speculates that PM might be undergoing a transition to ‘a system
of accentual prominence’ on the first syllable containing word-initial geminates, which could
also be linked to the singleton/geminate consonant contrast in KM. This speculation, however,
has yet to be experimentally confirmed in both PM and KM.
In the present study, we focus on post-consonantal vowel amplitude and f0 that
may potentially serve as important secondary or concomitant cues to the word-initial
singleton/geminate contrast in KM alongside closure duration that has been established as a
robust and consistent acoustic correlate in this variety (see Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2016).2
More specifically, we are interested in examining the extent to which the following acoustic
parameters can further mark word-initial consonant gemination in KM: (i) vowel amplitude
measured at the start of the vowel after the target consonant; (ii) vowel f0 measured at the start
of the vowel after the target consonant; and (iii) inter-syllabic differences in relative amplitude
and relative f0 measured at the start of the vowel across syllables of disyllabic words. We are
of course aware of other potential acoustic parameters besides vowel amplitude and f0, such
as VOT duration (e.g. Arvaniti & Tserdanelis 2000) or burst amplitude (e.g. Doty, Idemaru &
Guion 2007) of the target consonant. However, in this study, we aim to assess the reliability of
vowel amplitude and f0 given these specific parameters have been examined in some previous
studies for languages with geminate consonants (particularly PM), as summarised in Table 1.
In Table 1, we specifically focus on the three non-durational acoustic correlates
investigated in the present study (see the final three columns in Table 1), as also mentioned
earlier. Nine languages with word-initial and/or word-medial geminates are reviewed,
including PM (highlighted in bold). It can be seen that, overall, there is inconsistency
1 While KM and PM are mutually intelligible, it is important to note that the linguistic situation for PM in
Thailand is different from that for KM in Malaysia in that the former variety is in intense contact with
Thai, a lexical tone language, while the latter variety is in close contact with Standard Malay, a non-tonal
language that is also the official and national language of Malaysia.
2 The overall geminate-to-singleton duration ratio for the KM closure duration data consisting of stops
(utterance-medial position only), voiced stops (both utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions) and
sonorants (both utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions) is 2.73 (Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek
2016: 143).
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Table 1 A review of non-durational correlates associated with the singleton/geminate contrast in nine languages with word-initial and/or word-medial consonant contrasts.
Languages and references
Position
in word Segments measured








Wm Voiceless dental stop [t]̪, Voiceless retroflex
stop [ʈ ]
Isolation (number of repetitions was
not reported)
1 speaker (gender type was
not reported)
+ (post-C)
Finnish (Doty, Idemaru &
Guion 2007)
Wm Voiceless stops [p t k] Carrier sentence (3 times) 3 speakers (all females) + (post-C)
Italian (Faluschi & Di
Benedetto 2001)
Wm Affricates [tʃ dʒ ts dz] Isolation (3 times) 6 speakers (3 males, 3
females)




Wm Voiceless stops [p t k], Voiced stops [b d ɡ] Carrier sentence (5 times) 6 speakers (3 males, 3
females)
+ (pre-C) + (pre-C) +
Lebanese Arabic (Al-Tamimi
& Khattab 2011)
Wm Voiceless stops [t k tˤ], Voiced stops [b d dˤ],
Glottal stop [ʔ], Fricatives [f s sˤ z ʃ ʒ x ɣ
ћ h]
Isolation (number of repetitions was
not reported)
20 speakers (gender type
was not reported)
+ (pre-C) + (pre-C)
Malayalam (Local &
Simpson 1999)
Wm Nasals [m n], Lateral [l] Isolation (4 times) 1 speaker (male) +
Pattani Malay
(Abramson 1987)
Wi Voiceless stops, Voiced stops, Affricates,
Fricatives, Nasals, Laterals (specific





1 speaker (male) + (post-C)
Pattani Malay
(Abramson 1998)
Wi Voiceless stops, Voiced stops, Continuants









Wi/Wm Voiceless stops [t k tˤ], Voiced stops [d ɡ dˤ],
Voiceless fricatives [s ʃ], Voiced fricatives [z ʒ]
Isolation (5 times) 5 speakers (all males) n.s./n.s.
(post-C)
Turkish (Hankamer, Lahiri &
Koreman 1989)
Wm Voiceless dental stop [t]̪ Isolation (number of repetitions was
not reported)
1 speaker (gender type was
not reported)
n.s. (post-C)
‘Wi’ = word-initial position; ‘Wm’ = word-medial position; ‘+’ = the parameter reported to vary significantly as a function of the consonant contrast (at least p < .05); ‘n.s.’ = the parameter reported to be an unreliable cue to the contrast; ‘pre-C’ = the results for pre-consonantal
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with regard to the contribution of these parameters toward marking the consonant contrast,
suggesting the language-specificity and secondary importance of these acoustic correlates. It
should also be noted that this discrepancy may be accounted for by methodological and data
set differences across the listed studies, i.e. there are differences in terms of segment identity,
utterance context, number of repetitions and speakers (see columns 3–5 in Table 1). Each
parameter under investigation here is now addressed in turn in the next three subsections.
1.1 Vowel amplitude
Krull & Traunmüller (2002) claim that segments preceding and/or following the consonant
that carries the quantity distinction contribute to the perception of consonant gemination.
That is to say, word-initial consonant contrasts, as in word-medial position, may be defined by
systematic differences in various phonetic parameters surrounding the target segment, such as
the characteristics of the following vowel.3 This is shown in PM for which Abramson (1987:
69) measured the average RMS amplitude of the initial syllable of disyllabic words beginning
with word-initial singletons and geminates (i.e. #C(C)V) for plosives (voiceless stops, voiced
stops and affricates) and continuants (fricatives, nasals and laterals). Though limited to only
one male native speaker of PM, Abramson found the overall mean RMS amplitude values
to be greater in the geminate environment (49.5 dB) than in the singleton environment (46.5
dB), a difference of 3 dB (p < .001) and just at the suggested just-noticeable-difference
(JND) value of 3 dB for the perception of intensity (Toole & Olive 1988). The greater vowel
amplitude associated with preceding geminate consonants in this finding can be taken to
mean that it may be an enhancing strategy to maintain the word-initial consonant contrast,
particularly in the case of utterance-initial voiceless stops in PM.
Systematic differences in amplitude surrounding the target consonant are also observed
in other languages with word-medial geminates, as shown in Table 1 (specifically Bengali,
Finnish, Italian, Japanese and Lebanese Arabic). Post-consonantally, Hankamer, Lahiri &
Koreman (1989: 288) report for Bengali that the RMS value of the syllable following
geminates is significantly higher (p < .005) than that following singletons (absolute RMS
values were not reported for this language). In the same study, however, Turkish does not show
any reliable changes in amplitude. In Finnish, like Bengali, Doty et al. (2007: 2739) found a
significantly higher RMS value (p < .005) in the syllable after geminates (mean RMS value
= 65.84 dB) than that after singletons (mean RMS value = 64.76 dB), although the amplitude
difference is very small.4 Pre-consonantally, in Italian, Faluschi & Di Benedetto (2001: 9)
claim that there is the tendency to give more emphasis to the pre-geminate vowel compared
to the pre-singleton vowel, although the amplitude difference between the two vowels is also
very small in this language (mean difference = 1.6 dB). Similarly, in Japanese (Idemaru &
Guion 2008: 179) and Lebanese Arabic (Al-Tamimi & Khattab 2011), the effect of vowel
amplitude is found to be significant (both p < .01), with vowels before geminates usually
showing higher intensity as compared to those before singletons.5
1.2 Vowel f0
In addition to greater intensity, it has been established that f0 variation in neighbouring vowels
can also signal the singleton/geminate distinction (see e.g. Ridouane 2007, Idemaru & Guion
2008). This has been experimentally tested in PM (Abramson 1998: 8) in which f0 values
3 Studies on coarticulation have maintained that a consonant contrast that occurs domain-initially may
reinforce the phonetic clarity on the following vowel (e.g. greater vowel amplitude). That is, as a result
of greater coarticulatory resistance on the part of the target consonant to protect its phonemic status, the
information is carried over by the following vowel (see e.g. Farnetani 1990).
4 The changes of amplitude in the whole SYLLABLE following geminates in Bengali and Finnish can be
taken to mean the changes of amplitude in VOWELS as well.
5 Absolute RMS values were not reported for both Japanese and Lebanese Arabic.
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are averaged in the initial syllable of disyllabic words beginning with word-initial singletons
and geminates, following a similar procedure mentioned in the previous section for vowel
amplitude. Unfortunately, Abramson does not provide the exact mean f0 values associated
with the singleton/geminate contrast in this variety. Nevertheless, the general observation
is that there is always higher f0 in the first syllable of disyllabic words beginning with
geminates, confirming Abramson’s (1987) assertion that the word-initial consonant contrast
in PM is accompanied by a suite of acoustic cues including f0.
In other languages with word-medial geminate consonants, as can be observed in Table 1
(the seventh column), f0 appears to be enhanced in one way or another around geminates in
at least two languages reviewed (i.e. Japanese and Lebanese Arabic). In Japanese (Idemaru
& Guion 2008: 180), there is a significant increase of f0 in vowels BEFORE geminates, with
a greater effect before voiced stop geminates (mean f0 = 32 Hz) than before voiceless stop
geminates (mean f0 = 29 Hz). Idemaru & Guion (2008) hypothesise that the enhancement of
vowel f0 before voiced stop geminates in Japanese may be part of a strategy to compensate
for the weakening of voicing in the following closure phase (see also Kawahara 2005).
In Lebanese Arabic, Al-Tamimi & Khattab (2011) report significant f0 results for vowels
BEFORE the target consonant, with higher f0 values in the geminate environment than in the
singleton environment (the exact f0 values were nevertheless unreported).
Likewise, this trend also generally holds true for Tashlhiyt Berber voiced stop geminates
(Ridouane 2007: 132–134); the mean f0 values in vowels FOLLOWING the target consonant
(i.e. voiced stops) are 144 Hz for singletons and 154 Hz for geminates (a difference of
10 Hz).6 Although this difference is not significant (p = .0827), Ridouane nevertheless
considers the f0 enhancement as an important concomitant cue for some speakers who use it
as part of the ‘enhancing correlates’ (Ridouane 2007: 119) to compensate for the devoicing
of voiced stops in the geminate environment, i.e. for some Tashlhiyt Berber speakers, there
is a tight relationship between geminate devoicing and f0 differences so much so that the f0
values for vowels following devoiced geminates are significantly higher than those for vowels
following their singleton voiced counterparts. In other words, in Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane
2007) as well as in Japanese (Idemaru & Guion 2008), f0 differences are manipulated in
such a way that the potential loss of voicing in the preceding/following target consonant
appears to be compensated, which in turn ensures that the singleton/geminate contrast is
maintained in these languages. In Italian, however, Faluschi & Di Benedetto (2001) did not
find statistically meaningful differences in terms of f0 between surrounding vowels in the
singleton and geminate environments, except for slight changes in f0 when it is measured in
the vowel offset before the target consonant (i.e. vowel offset f0 is about 14 Hz higher in the
geminate context).
1.3 Inter-syllabic differences
Under the hypothesis that inter-syllabic differences may also cue the word-initial consonant
contrast in PM, Abramson (1998) asserts that, in addition to the amplitude and f0 differences
in post-consonantal vowels, as generally reviewed earlier, the distinction between utterance-
initial voiceless stop singletons and geminates can also be marked via the relative amplitude
and relative f0 relationship across syllable boundaries in disyllabic words (the preferred
phonotactic structure in KM and PM). Abramson (1998: 12–13) reports for his PM voiceless
stop data that the overall mean amplitude ratios across two syllables of disyllabic tokens
are 0.47 for words beginning with voiceless stop singletons and 2.97 for those beginning
with voiceless stop geminates. The value below 1 for words with singletons indicates lower
amplitude in the first than in the second syllable, while the value above 1 for words with
geminates suggests higher amplitude in the first syllable relative to the second one. As for
6 In this study, Ridouane (2007) averaged f0 values over the first 10 ms of the vowels FOLLOWING
singleton and geminate consonants.
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relative f0, the overall mean f0 ratios are 0.10 for words beginning with voiceless stop
singletons and 1.10 for those beginning with voiceless stop geminates. The value above 1
associated with the mean f0 ratio for words beginning with geminates indicates much higher
f0 in the initial syllable beginning with geminates in comparison to that beginning with
singletons.7 On the basis of these findings, Abramson concludes that these two parameters
(i.e. relative amplitude and relative f0) may characterise and enhance the PM word-initial
consonant contrast, with relative f0 being more reliable as compared to relative amplitude.
Abramson (2004: 20) also claims that, as a result of this cross-syllabic pattern, PM speakers
may have shifted the word-initial consonant contrast to a larger prosodic system of relative
salience, i.e. the amplitude and f0 ratios across syllables of disyllabic words are higher in
words beginning with geminates than in those beginning with singletons.
In the broader literature on consonant gemination, the relative contribution across syllables
has also been suggested as a possible enhancing criterion in some languages with word-medial
geminates (i.e. in the VC(C)V environment), as shown in Table 1 (specifically Japanese and
Malayalam). In Japanese, the relative values between syllables are interpreted in terms of
a pitch contour shape; Idemaru & Guion (2008) state that f0 is higher in vowels preceding
geminates than in those following geminates, suggesting that a pitch contour falls from the first
syllable to the second one in the geminate context. Likewise, the intensity of the pre-geminate
syllable relative to that of the post-geminate syllable is also reported to be greater in this
language. In a follow-up experiment by Kubozono et al. (2011), falling pitch is considered as
an important auxiliary cue for Japanese geminate consonants. In Malayalam, the relationship
between syllables surrounding the word-medial consonant contrast is described in terms of
vowel quality; Local & Simpson (1999: 598) report that there is a ‘final-i effect’ for words in
the singleton environment (e.g. karli) such that the vowel in the initial syllable is relatively
fronter (i.e. higher f2 value) than if there is a non-close front vowel in the second syllable
(e.g. karlam). If the word contains a geminate consonant (e.g. karlli, karllam), the vowel in
the preceding syllable is relatively fronter irrespective of the effect of the vowel in the final
syllable.
1.4 Aim of this study
As previously reviewed, there are often systematic differences in the observed non-durational
parameters with respect to a consonant contrast across languages. That consonant contrast
is also manifested via vowel amplitude, vowel f0 and inter-syllabic differences in some,
if not all, languages supports the already stated view that, in the right context, multiple
acoustic parameters can help define the singleton/geminate contrast. This would particularly
be the case for the word-initial consonant contrast in which the perceptibility level is claimed
to be more marked (e.g. Kawahara 2007), such as in KM and PM. The aim of this study is
therefore to investigate the potential roles of non-durational acoustic properties in marking the
KM word-initial singleton/geminate contrast, the primary research question being whether
there are systematic differences between singletons and geminates in terms of (i) vowel
onset amplitude, (ii) vowel onset f0 and (iii) inter-syllabic differences (i.e. relative amplitude
and relative f0) in disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates in KM. We
specifically examine the ONSET of the following vowel since previous studies (e.g. House &
Fairbanks 1953, Ohde 1984) have shown that the influence of the preceding consonant tends
to take place in the early part of the following vowel. In this regard, we expect that vowel
onset amplitude and f0 will contribute to the distinction between singletons and geminates in
KM alongside the already established robust acoustic parameter of closure duration (Hamzah,
7 The ratio results for the voiceless stop data in PM are extrapolated by the authors through averaging
across speakers in Table 1 (for amplitude ratios) and Table 3 (for f0 ratios) provided by Abramson (1998:
12–13).
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Fletcher & Hajek 2016; Hamzah, Hajek & Fletcher 2016), as also observed in the closely
related language PM.
Moreover, we also investigate whether the non-durational acoustic correlates mentioned
earlier are further conditioned by (i) utterance position and (ii) manner of articulation/stop
voicing type. In this regard, the analysis of the word-initial consonant contrast is critical
given the earlier findings on the association between utterance position and domain-initial
strengthening (see e.g. Cho 2001, Cho & Keating 2001, Keating et al. 2003, among others).
Cho & Jun (2000) suggest two types of domain-initial strengthening effects: (i) syntagmatic
contrast enhancement and (ii) paradigmatic contrast enhancement. The former refers to the
contrast between the initial segment and the following vowel, i.e. the consonant–vowel (CV)
contrast at the beginning of a prosodic domain, e.g. an intonational phrase, while the latter deals
with the enhancement of a contrastive phonemic distinction such as the singleton/geminate
consonant contrast which is the main focus of the current study of KM. Given the fact that the
singleton/geminate contrast in KM only occurs in word-initial position, we hypothesise that
BOTH singleton and geminate consonants in KM can be expected to undergo domain-initial
SYNTAGMATIC CV contrast enhancement by way of higher amplitude/f0 values or greater
amplitude/f0 ratios. We might also argue that, in utterance-initial position, the KM word-
initial singleton/geminate contrast may also be PARADIGMATICALLY enhanced via greater
amplitude/f0 differences in this context as compared to that in utterance-medial position.
More specifically, we expect that domain-initial strengthening effects will be most noticeable
in voiceless stop tokens in which the acoustic closure duration is absent in utterance-initial
position and therefore potentially perceptually indiscernible in this context. As for voiced
stops and sonorants, it is predicted that contrast enhancement will be smaller, given the fact
that there is clear voicing/resonance in the closure phases of the target consonant both in
utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions (see Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2016).
Word-initial consonant gemination in KM may also be associated with Stevens & Keyser’s
(1989, 2010) theory of contrast enhancement (see also Keyser & Stevens 2006). That
is, the fact that non-durational acoustic correlates may potentially be more ‘performing’
in utterance-initial position could be interpreted as a diagnostic of the strengthening of
these accompanying correlates that probably leads to a phonological interpretation. As
mentioned earlier, Abramson (2004) claims that the singleton/geminate contrast in PM may
entail a difference in accentuation; he speculates that the word-initial contrast may undergo
transphonologisation that switches the contrast from a segmental to an accentual distinction.
It is possible that the same phenomenon may take place in KM given the phonological
similarities between KM and PM.
We hope that, in addition to a small number of short research papers directly associated
with the current study (Hamzah 2010; Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015;
Hamzah, Hajek & Fletcher 2012, 2016), this study will offer new experimental insights into
the non-durational phonetics of KM and make a significant contribution to our understanding
of KM as well as to the field of acoustic phonetics dealing with a relatively under-investigated
phonological feature such as word-initial consonant gemination.
2 Method
2.1 Materials and speakers
An acoustic phonetic experiment was designed to investigate non-durational correlates of
word-initial singletons and geminates in KM. A list of 38 tokens was prepared consisting of
nineteen minimal pairs, as presented in Table 2.
It can be seen that all tokens were disyllabic words with either C(C)VCV or C(C)VCVC
structures. Twenty phonemes were chosen and they were grouped according to voicing profile
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Table 2 The KM tokens beginning with singleton consonants (second column) and geminate consonants
(fourth column). The glosses are shown next to the tokens.
Singleton Geminate
Phoneme pair Word Gloss Word Gloss
/p/–/pp/ /pitu/ door /ppitu/ at the door
/paɡi/ morning /ppaɡi/ early morning
/t/–/tt/ /tido/ sleep /ttido/ sleep by chance
/tanɔh/ land /ttanɔh/ outside
/k/–/kk/ /kiɣi/ left /kkiɣi/ to the left
/kabo/ blurry /kkabo/ beetle
/b/–/bb/ /bini/ wife /bbini/ married
/ba[tʃ]ɔ/ read /bba[tʃ]ɔ / is reading
/d/–/dd/ /dike/ song /ddike/ sing a song
/dapo/ kitchen /ddapo/ at the kitchen
/ɡ/–/ɡɡ/ /ɡiɡi/ teeth /ɡɡiɡi/ on the teeth
/ɡadʒi/ salary /ɡɡadʒi/ sawing tool
/m/–/mm/ /misa/ moustache /mmisa/ moustached
/maɣi/ come /mmaɣi/ cupboard
/n/–/nn/ /nikɔh/ marriage /nnikɔh/ married
/nanɔh/ pus /nnanɔh/ getting pus
/l/–/ll/ /lidɔh/ tongue /llidɔh/ on the tongue
/lapu/ lights /llapu/ on the lights
/ŋ/–/ŋŋ/ /ŋaŋɔ/ open the mouth /ŋŋaŋɔ/ agape
and manner of articulation: voiceless stops (/p/–/pp/, /t/–/tt/, /k/–/kk/); voiced stops (/b/–/bb/,
/d/–/dd/, /ɡ/–/ɡɡ/); and sonorants (/m/–/mm/, /n/–/nn/, /ŋ/–/ŋŋ/, /l/–/ll/). Each phoneme was
followed by two distinct vowels: the high front vowel /i/ and the low central vowel /a/, except
/ŋ/–/ŋŋ/ (low back vowel /a/ only). All tokens were high-frequency words and well known to
the participants. The target phonemes represent word-initial singletons and geminates in KM
that occur across all manners and places of articulation, with the exception of the two glides
(i.e. /w/–/ww/ and /j/–/jj/), fricatives and affricates, which are also contrastive in this variety.
It is worth mentioning that consonant gemination in KM has both grammatical and lexical
functions, as can be seen in the singleton/geminate word pairs in Table 2.
The participants were sixteen native speakers of KM (eight males, eight females) whose
ages ranged from 20 to 28 years (mean age: 22.4 years). Six of them were students from
several universities in Melbourne, Australia, and ten were students from Universiti Malaysia
Kelantan located in the state of Kelantan, Malaysia. All of the participants were born and
raised in Kelantan, Malaysia.
2.2 Data collection
For the speakers in Melbourne, the experimental materials were recorded individually in a
professional recording studio at the Horwood Language Centre located on the main campus of
the University of Melbourne. As for the speakers in Kelantan, they were recorded individually
in a quiet room at Universiti Malaysia Kelantan. In all sessions, speakers were asked to repeat
each token in two different contexts: (i) in isolation, i.e. utterance-initial position; and (ii)
in a carrier sentence, i.e. utterance-medial position. In the first context, the target word was
preceded by a long silent pause, while in the second context, the target word was preceded by a
vowel. The carrier sentence was: /diɔ katɔ (the target word) tigɔ kali/ ‘he said (the target word)
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three times’.8 We are aware that, although in principle utterance-initial tokens were spoken in
isolation, our auditory impressions of the two utterance contexts suggest that speakers were
producing laboratory-style speech for both utterance types without undue listing effects or
obvious citation-form hyperarticulation. As for the utterance-medial context, we ensured that
speakers practised reading the materials without pausing before the experimental tokens. The
carrier sentences were not particularly long and auditory analysis by the first author confirmed
that speakers were able to produce them fluently. Speakers were also able to repeat utterances
if they stumbled or hesitated during the recordings.
All experimental tokens were presented in randomised order using a powerpoint
presentation on a computer. The carrier sentence was written separately on a piece of A4
paper. Since there is no written counterpart of KM, Standard Malay orthography was used
although the speakers were required to produce the KM equivalent. The speakers were seated
about 20 cm from an omni-directional microphone. The tokens were presented six times,
each time in a different random order. The speakers were reminded to read them at their
normal comfortable rate of speech. They were first trained to say a few tokens in succession
and to use a natural falling intonation (i.e. declarative intonation in KM). Stress was not
controlled in the stimulus set since it is not contrastive in KM as well as in Standard Malay
(e.g. Karim 1965), although further experimental work on stress is required to confirm this
claim. Both utterance contexts placed the experimental tokens in informational focus so this
was not an experimental variable in this study. Two hundred and twenty-eight utterances were
recorded from each speaker in both contexts, yielding 7,296 utterances. The experiment took
approximately one and a half hours for each speaker. They were compensated financially for
their participation in the experiment.
2.3 Data analysis
The waveform files were digitised at 44.1 kHz, segmented into single utterances for each
participant and then coded accordingly. The segmentation and annotation were conducted
using Praat version 5.1.11 (Boersma 2001) in which segmental boundaries were determined
manually based on visual inspection of simultaneous spectrographic and waveform displays.
The annotation criteria for singleton/geminate tokens beginning with voiceless stops, voiced
stops and sonorants were established by following standard segmentation and labeling
procedures taken from several studies (e.g. Croot & Taylor 1995). On the basis of these
segmental annotations, four tiers were derived in the Praat TextGrid (see Figure 1).
As can be observed in Figure 1, the word tier (top tier) shows the segmentation and
labeling of the target word (i.e. /ppitu/). The syllable tier (second tier) highlights the syllables
in a disyllabic word: (i) ‘s1’ refers to the initial syllable (C(C)V), while (ii) ‘s2’ refers to the
final syllable (CV(C)). The underlying tier (third tier) represents the phonemic representation
of the target word (i.e. /ppitu/), and the surface tier (bottom tier) is the phonetic representation
of the target word (i.e. [pːitu]). [h1] and [h2] represent the release portions of the stops [pː]
and [t], respectively. Note that vowel onset amplitude/f0 values (described in detail in the
following subsections) were taken for the interval marked as /i/ in the third tier in Figure 1,
while amplitude/f0 ratio values were extracted from the intervals marked as /i/ and /u/ in the
same tier.
Non-durational values were extracted using the Emu-tkassp routine in the Speech Signal
Analysis tools that are part of EMU Speech Database System version 2.3.0 (e.g. Harrington
2010) and an open source programming language R version 3.3.1 (R Development Core Team
2013). The Praat TextGrids, shown in Figure 1, were converted to EMU labels using ‘Convert
Tools’ (i.e. ‘Praat 2 Emu’). Template files were created for individual speakers and data type
(i.e. utterance-initial and utterance-medial tokens). The speech signal analysis suite in EMU
8 The carrier sentence was adapted from Abramson’s (1986) study. The original version was /diɔ katɔ (the
target word)/‘he said (the target word)’.
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Figure 1 Illustration of annotated waveform and spectrogram in the Praat TextGrid for the male speaker, MS8, /ppitu/ ‘at the
door’ in utterance-medial position, showing four major annotation tiers (see text for details).
was employed to extract the RMS amplitude (i.e. ‘rmsana’) using a Blackman window with a
window shift of 5 ms and a window size of 25 ms. As for f0, this signal was extracted using the
pitch tracker application ‘f0ana’ in EMU based on the Schaefer-Vincent (1983) periodicity
detector, with a minimum f0 of 50 Hz, a maximum of 500 Hz and a frame shift of 5 ms.
After extracting relevant signals for analysis, hierarchies were automatically built in which
the labels on each tier were linked according to their hierarchical relationship within the
Hierarchy View. Values of non-durational acoustic parameters were extracted and measured
via the EMU-R interface using specific measurement points in the hierarchy. The details of
these measurements are given in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Vowel amplitude
RMS values, calculated in dB, were measured just after vowel onset, i.e. within 0.1 of the
vowel following the singleton/geminate consonant contrast. The vowel type was either the high
front vowel /i/ or the low central vowel /a/. The RMS values were measured after each target
consonant in each utterance position (i.e. utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions).
Previous studies (e.g. House & Fairbanks 1953, Ohde 1984) have shown that the influence
of the preceding consonant tends to take place in the early part of the following vowel, as
mentioned earlier in Section 1.4. Therefore, all the measurements of vowel amplitude, as well
as vowel f0, in this study were extracted at the onset of the following vowel.
2.3.2 Vowel f0
f0 values were calculated in hertz (Hz) and obtained using EMU-R at 0.1 into the vowel
following the target consonant across the whole corpus. A small number of tokens were
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Figure 2 Schematics of potential differences in the RMS amplitude and f0 values across two syllables, showing ratios in values
above 1 (left) and values below 1 (right). ‘S1’ and ‘S2’ refer to the first and second syllables, respectively.
produced with missing f0 values at the vowel onset point, which was mostly due to (i)
creaky voice and, (ii) in the case of one speaker (FS8), occasional full or partial devoicing
of voiced stop geminates.9 All tokens in both categories were excluded from the vowel f0
analysis. The number of tokens included in the analyses is reported in the results section.
These vowel f0 measurements, together with the vowel amplitude measurements, would
help determine whether post-consonantal vocalic information (i.e. in terms of intensity and
f0) could potentially contribute to the enhancement of the preceding consonant contrast.
We were aware, of course, that these raw measurements of RMS and f0 values might be
tampered by intra- and inter-speaker variance (e.g. distance from the microphone, gender
differences, speakers’ loudness). We hope that ratio measurements (as described in the
following subsection) would minimise these influences.
2.3.3 Inter-syllabic differences
The relative amplitude and f0 between the first and second syllables of all disyllabic tokens
were measured across the whole corpus. Following Abramson (1998), amplitude ratios were
obtained by dividing the RMS amplitude at the 0.1 time point after vowel onset in the first
syllable with that in the second syllable, while the ratio of vowel onset f0 in the first syllable
relative to that in the second syllable was also obtained. We, however, did not take into
account the intrinsic differences between vowel qualities in the first and second syllables that
could influence the ratio results. Based on these measurements, the potential inter-syllabic
differences are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.
As shown, values above 1 (left), potentially associated with geminate production (as
shown in PM; see Abramson 1998), would imply that the first syllable containing the target
consonant was produced with greater RMS amplitude or higher f0 values than the second
syllable. On the other hand, values below 1 (right), potentially associated with words beginning
with singletons, would suggest that there was a lower level of energy or pitch in the initial
syllable (where the target consonant was located) as compared to the following syllable.
2.4 Statistical analyses
A total of five acoustic phonetic parameters (i.e. vowel onset amplitude, vowel onset f0
for males, vowel onset f0 for females, relative amplitude and relative f0) were submitted
to several maximally specified linear mixed-effects models (Baayen, Davidson & Bates
2008) using the lmerTest package in the statistical environment R (R Development Core
Team 2013, Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & Christensen 2016) to investigate the influence of
a range of factors on amplitude (dB) and f0 (Hz). Each best-fit model had three fixed
factors: LENGTH (singleton and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-
medial) and MANNER (voiceless stop, voiced stop and sonorant) and two fixed-effects
interactions LENGTH and POSITION, LENGTH and MANNER. In each model, we had
random effects for Speaker (16 speakers) with by-slope and intercept calculated with respect to
9 For this particular speaker (FS8), only 2% of the closures in utterance-initial voiced stop geminates were
FULLY devoiced. It was uncertain, however, whether there was a partly devoiced section of closure in
utterance-initial tokens. In utterance-medial position, 4% of the tokens were PARTLY devoiced during
the closure phase of voiced stop geminates, i.e. there was a cessation of voicing (approximately between
5 to 25 ms) prior to stop release. Again, this was due to the same speaker (FS8). All voiced stop singletons
showed clear voicing during the occlusion phase across the whole corpus for all speakers.
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the fixed factors. The inclusion of Speaker as a random factor (i.e. using the lmerTest notation
‘(LENGTH+POSITION+MANNER|SPEAKER)’ in the models) controlled for individual
variation among speakers with regard to potential differences in speech rate and other
sources of speaker-specific variability (see Appendix A for the mixed-effects model formulae).
Repetition was not included as a factor in these models as this was shown in earlier iterations
not to be a significant factor. Dummy coding was used in the models and the baselines for
each model were as follows: LENGTH (singleton), POSITION (utterance-medial), MANNER
(sonorant). Significance of fixed-effects interactions, which was set at p < .05, were further
verified via model comparison (Piccinini & Arvaniti 2015).
In the overall results sections for each parameter, we first report summary statistics
(Tables 3, 7, 13) and results of the linear mixed-effects models and summary of coefficients
for each fixed factor (Tables 4, 8, 9, 14, 15). Post-hoc Multiple Comparisons of Means using
the glht function in R and Tukey tests were also used to investigate any significant interactions
between LENGTH and POSITION, and also LENGTH and MANNER, in each model. The
summary statistics (i.e. z scores and significance values) presented in Tables 3, 5, 6, 7, 10,
11, 12, 13, 16, 17 and 18 are the results from a series of Post-hoc Multiple Comparisons of
Means using the glht function in R and Tukey tests from respective mixed-effects models.
An experiment-wide correction was not conducted since Tukey tests adjusted the p-values
for multiple testing and, therefore, the family-wise error rate was controlled. Following the
standard shown in R (see also Arnhold 2016), the significance levels are coded as follows:
∗∗∗ = p < .001, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ = p < .05, . = p < .1.
3 Results
3.1 Vowel onset amplitude
3.1.1 Overall results
The overall results for vowel onset amplitude are illustrated in the boxplots in Figure 3,
showing a combined simplified distribution and outliers for RMS amplitude values at vowel
onset after singletons and geminates. Table 3 provides the detailed measurements and post-hoc
Tukey test results.
It can be observed that there are different distributions of RMS amplitude values for
singletons and geminates: the geminate boxplot (right) is higher than the singleton plot (left),
indicating a contrast between singletons and geminates in terms of vowel onset amplitude,
with the RMS amplitude in the geminate environment being 3 dB higher (z = –10.14, p <
.001) than that in the singleton environment (see Table 3). This difference, whilst small, is
significant enough to be considered as perceptually relevant; the suggested JND value for the
perception of differences in intensity is 3 dB, as proposed by Toole & Olive (1988). A further
examination of the individual speaker data indicates that all speakers show significantly higher
RMS amplitude values at vowel onset after geminates than after singletons, with MS3 and
MS8 marking the length contrast with the largest amplitude difference (i.e. 5 dB, p < .001)
(see Appendix B for full speaker-specific results). Note also that there is greater variability
in the RMS amplitude data, as noticeably evidenced by the clustering of outliers below the
lower whiskers in both singleton and geminate boxplots in Figure 3.
A maximally specified mixed-effects model was fitted to the vowel onset amplitude data.
Table 4 summarises the coefficients of this model for the main effects LENGTH, POSITION,
MANNER and interactions.
As shown, vowel onset amplitude varies significantly according to consonant length,
utterance position and manner of articulation/voicing type. The results of likelihood ratio
tests (using model comparison) confirm the significant interaction between LENGTH and
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Table 3 Number of tokens, mean RMS amplitude values (dB), standard deviations, a mean difference and
post-hoc Tukey test results for vowel onset amplitude after singletons and geminates across the
entire corpus.
Singleton Geminate
n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (dB) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
3647 67 (6) 3648 70 (6) 3 –10.14 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
Figure 3 Distribution of RMS amplitude values (dB) at vowel onset after singletons (left boxplot) and geminates (right boxplot)
across the entire corpus. Data are collapsed across manners of articulation/stop types (voiceless stops, voiced stops
and sonorants) and utterance positions (utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions). The middle box represents the
middle 50% of RMS amplitude values for each consonant category, while the dot inside the box marks the median/middle
quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values outside the middle 50%.
POSITION (X2 = 343.59, p < .001), i.e. the contrast magnitude in terms of vowel onset
amplitude is larger in utterance-initial position. Similarly, model comparison reveals that the
interaction between LENGTH and MANNER is significant (X2 = 103.13, p < .001), i.e. the
size of contrast is larger for voiceless stops. A detailed investigation of these effects will be
presented in the next two subsections.
3.1.2 Vowel onset amplitude: Utterance position effects
The mean RMS values at vowel onset after singletons and geminates according to utterance
position are illustrated in Figure 4 and summarised in Table 5.
It can be observed in Figure 4 that there are clear mean RMS amplitude differences
between singletons and geminates in both utterance positions, with the mean values being
always significantly greater (all p < .001) after geminates than after singletons (see Table 5).
However, the degree of contrast between singletons and geminates in terms of vowel onset
amplitude is larger in utterance-initial position (5 dB, z = –13.533, p < .001) than in utterance-
medial position (2 dB, z = –6.334, p < .001). Interestingly, contrast enhancement shown in
utterance-initial position is due primarily to a slight fall in amplitude after singletons: post-
hoc Tukey test comparisons show that there is a lowering of RMS values from 68 dB in
utterance-medial position to 66 dB in utterance-initial position, a significant difference of 2
dB (z = 2.605, p = .0325). As for geminates, the RMS values do not deviate markedly across
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Table 4 Coefficients of the best linear mixed-effects model of vowel onset amplitude (dB) with fixed factors
LENGTH (singleton and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-medial), MANNER
(voiceless stop, voiced stop and sonorant) and all interactions. Speaker was a random factor.
Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 70.1100 1.4431 48.582 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) 3.4629 0.3222 10.748 2.46e-09 ∗∗∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 1.0198 0.4730 2.156 .04720 ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 0.9574 0.3119 3.069 .00703 ∗∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 0.9581 0.3933 2.436 .02683 ∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 2.2526 0.1201 18.755 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 1.0149 0.1456 6.969 3.47e-12 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 1.4289 0.1456 –9.811 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
Table 5 Number of tokens, mean RMS amplitude values (dB), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey
test results for vowel onset amplitude after singletons and geminates according to utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Utterance position n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (dB) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial 1823 66 (6) 1824 71 (6) 5 –13.533 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial 1824 68 (6) 1824 70 (6) 2 –6.334 <.001 ∗∗∗
Figure 4 Mean RMS amplitude values (dB) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates according to utterance position:
utterance-initial (left) and utterance-medial (right) positions. Data are collapsed across manners of articulation/stop types
(i.e. voiceless stops, voiced stops and sonorants).
utterance positions and the RMS difference is only reaching significance (z = –2.154, p =
.0987). The next subsection will elaborate details of manner of articulation/voicing effects
underlying this pattern.
3.1.3 Vowel onset amplitude: Manner of articulation/voicing effects
The results showing the distribution of RMS amplitude values in each manner of
articulation/stop type can be observed in Figure 5. Detailed measurements and summary
statistics are provided in Table 6.
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Table 6 Number of tokens, mean RMS amplitude values (dB), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test
results for vowel onset amplitude after singletons and geminates according to manner of articulation/voicing and
utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Manner of articulation/voicing n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (dB) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial
Voiceless stops 575 66 (6) 576 71 (6) 5 –14.922 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 576 67 (6) 576 71 (6) 4 –12.918 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 672 67 (6) 672 70 (6) 3 –10.444 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial
Voiceless stops 576 67 (6) 576 70 (6) 3 –7.457 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 576 68 (6) 576 70 (6) 2 –7.001 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 672 68 (6) 672 69 (6) 1 –3.647 <.01 ∗∗
Figure 5 Distribution of RMS amplitude values (dB) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates according to manner of
articulation/voicing and utterance position: voiceless stops (left column), voiced stops (middle column) and sonorants
(right column). Utterance-initial tokens are provided in the upper panel, while utterance-medial tokens in the lower panel.
The middle box represents the middle 50% of RMS amplitude values for each consonant category, while the dot inside
the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values outside the middle
50%.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that, for all consonant types, the boxplots for geminates are higher
than those for singletons. As shown in Table 6, the mean RMS differences between singletons
and geminates are all significant (at least p < .01) across manners of articulation/stop types and
utterance positions, with geminates always associated with significantly greater RMS values
at the onset of the following vowel. The effect is particularly strong in the case of voiceless
stops in which the mean RMS differences between singletons and geminates are largest
across utterance positions (i.e. utterance-initial = 5 dB, z = –14.922; utterance-medial =
3 dB, z = –7.457, both p < .001). This finding explains the significant interaction between
Length and Manner of Articulation/Voicing (p < .001), as reported earlier. As for voiced
stops and sonorants, the degrees of contrast between singletons and geminates are reduced
somewhat, especially in utterance-medial position where the mean RMS differences do
not reach the suggested JND value of 3 dB, although they are still significant (i.e. voiced
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Table 7 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results
for vowel onset f0 after singletons and geminates across the entire corpus.
Singleton Geminate
Speaker group n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Males 1805 120 (11) 1791 129 (10) 9 –5.909 3.45e-09 ∗∗∗
Females 1755 215 (17) 1752 223 (20) 8 –3.009 .00262 ∗∗
Figure 6 Distribution of f0 values (Hz) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates across the entire corpus, showing results for
male (left) and female (right) speakers. Data are collapsed across manners of articulation/voicing types (voiceless stops,
voiced stops and sonorants) and utterance positions (utterance-initial and utterance-medial positions). The middle box
represents the middle 50% of f0 values for each consonant category, while the dot inside the box marks the median/middle
quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values outside the middle 50%.
stops = 2 dB, z = –7.001, p < .001; sonorants = 1 dB, z = –3.647, p < .01). Note also the
distributions of outliers in utterance-initial position (the upper panel in Figure 5), which are
highly clustered across the board in the lower whiskers of the boxplots. As also demonstrated
earlier in the overall results section (see Figure 3), these outliers indicate variability in the
RMS amplitude data across consonant types, particularly in the utterance-initial environment.
3.2 Vowel onset f0
3.2.1 Overall results
The overall results for vowel onset f0 are presented in Figure 6, showing the distribution of
f0 values at vowel onset after singletons and geminates for male (left) and female (right)
speakers.10 The detailed measurements and summary statistics are provided in Table 7.
It can be observed in Figure 6 that the boxplots for geminates are higher than those for
singletons, indicating that vowel onset f0 is differentiated in terms of the singleton/geminate
contrast for both male and female speaker data sets. As shown in Table 7, the mean f0
differences that specify the preceding consonant contrast are about the same between males
(9 Hz, z = –5.909, p < .001) and females (8 Hz, z = –3.009, p = .00262), although the level
10The measurements of f0 were conducted separately for male and female speakers as there are inherent
differences in f0 between the two speaker groups, i.e. the average f0 for males is lower than that for
females.
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Table 8 Coefficients of the best linear mixed-effects model of vowel onset f0 (Hz) produced by MALE speakers with fixed
factors LENGTH (singleton and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-medial), MANNER (voiceless
stop, voiced stop and sonorant) and all interactions. Speaker was a random factor.
Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 124.9070 2.5480 49.022 3.33e-10 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) 8.7199 1.4432 6.042 .000347 ∗∗∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 4.2011 2.1913 1.917 .096051 .
MANNER (voiced stop) 0.2043 0.3892 0.525 .605024
MANNER (voiceless stop) 4.8576 0.5143 9.445 8.18e-07 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 2.7580 0.3951 6.980 3.50e-12 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 0.1885 0.4793 0.393 .694134
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 2.9856 0.4780 6.246 4.69e-10 ∗∗∗
Table 9 Coefficients of the best linear mixed-effects model of vowel onset f0 (Hz) produced by FEMALE speakers with fixed
factors LENGTH (singleton and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-medial), MANNER (voiceless
stop, voiced stop and sonorant) and all interactions. Speaker was a random factor.
Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 219.3993 5.8860 37.275 2.44e-09 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) 10.9512 2.9649 3.694 .00692 ∗∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 4.1753 4.0202 1.039 .33315
MANNER (voiced stop) 0.3836 0.7185 0.534 .60121
MANNER (voiceless stop) 5.8488 0.6074 9.629 2.75e-09 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 5.6437 0.6244 9.039 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 0.3631 0.7576 0.479 .63180
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 2.0046 0.7543 2.657 .00791 ∗∗
of significance is higher for the former than the latter. In each case, f0 values at vowel onset
are significantly higher (at least p < .01) after geminates than after singletons, although the
mean f0 differences between singletons and geminates are relatively small, i.e. they are only
reaching the suggested JND value for frequency, which is around 10 to 15 Hz depending
on frequency regions (e.g. Klatt 1973). Note the higher SD values in the female speaker
data for both singletons (17 Hz) and geminates (20 Hz), suggesting greater variability of
f0 values among female speakers in comparison to male speakers. Results of individual
speakers, in general, show that higher mean f0 values are always associated with geminates
across participants, with the largest f0 contrast being exhibited by MS8 (15 Hz, p < .001) for
male speakers and FS3 (22 Hz, p < .001) for female speakers. The effect, however, was not
significant for one female speaker (FS1). See Appendix C for full speaker-specific results.
A separate mixed-effects model was applied to the f0 data for male and female speakers,
respectively, for the main effects LENGTH, POSITION, MANNER and interactions (see
Tables 8 and 9).
The statistical results, as displayed in Tables 8 and 9, indicate that vowel onset f0 differs
according to consonant length and manner/stop type, but not according to utterance position.
However, the results of likelihood ratio tests (using model comparison) indicate that there is
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Table 10 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results
for vowel onset f0 after singletons and geminates according to utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Utterance position n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Males
Utterance-initial 894 117 (11) 883 126 (10) 9 –6.827 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial 911 124 (11) 908 131 (9) 7 –4.903 <.001 ∗∗∗
Females
Utterance-initial 857 210 (15) 857 221 (19) 11 –3.992 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial 898 219 (17) 895 225 (21) 6 –2.065 .11435
Figure 7 Mean f0 values (Hz) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates according to utterance position as produced by male
(left) and female (right) speakers. Data are collapsed across manners of articulation/stop types (i.e. voiceless stops, voiced
stops and sonorants).
a significant interaction between LENGTH and POSITION for both male (X2 = 48.453, p <
.001) and female (X2 = 80.857, p < .001) data sets, i.e. f0 values are generally heightened in
utterance-medial position, although the f0 differences between singletons and geminates are
larger in utterance-initial position. Likewise, model comparison confirms that the interaction
between LENGTH and MANNER is significant for both speaker groups (males: X2 = 46.438,
p < .001; females: X2 = 7.7361, p < .05), i.e. f0 values at vowel onset are always greatest
after voiceless stops. Detailed accounts of these results are given in the following subsections,
focusing primarily on the effects of Utterance Position and Manner of Articulation/Voicing.
3.2.2 Vowel onset f0: Utterance position effects
The f0 results showing the effect of utterance position are demonstrated in Figure 7 for male
(left) and female (right) speakers, respectively. Detailed measurements and summary statistics
are given in Table 10.
It can be seen in Figure 7 that greater f0 values are always found in utterance-medial
position across singletons and geminates for both speaker groups, as mentioned earlier in
the overall results. However, post-hoc Tukey test comparisons indicate that the f0 differences
between utterance positions are only significant for the singleton category (males: p = .00554;
females: p = .04739). As for the geminate category, the f0 differences between utterance
positions are non-significant (males: p = .14915; females: p = .59624). In terms of contrast
magnitude, it can be observed in Figure 7 that slightly greater enhancements of f0 contrast
between singletons and geminates are found in utterance-initial position for both males (9
Hz, z = –6.827, p < .001) and females (11 Hz, z = –3.992, p < .001), which explains the
significant interaction between Length and Utterance Position (p < .001) noted earlier for
both data sets. The degree of f0 contrast declines somewhat in the medial context for both
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Table 11 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results for
vowel onset f0 after singletons and geminates produced by male speakers according to manner of
articulation/voicing and utterance position.
Singletons Geminates
Manner of articulation/voicing n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial
Voiceless stops 283 118 (13) 277 130 (11) 12 –8.502 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 278 116 (10) 271 125 (9) 9 –6.180 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 333 116 (11) 335 124 (9) 8 –5.329 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial
Voiceless stops 287 125 (11) 287 133 (9) 8 –5.488 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 288 123 (10) 286 129 (8) 6 –4.014 <.01 ∗∗
Sonorants 336 123 (10) 335 130 (9) 7 –4.692 <.001 ∗∗∗
Figure 8 Distribution of f0 values (Hz) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates produced by male speakers according to
manner of articulation/voicing and utterance position: voiceless stops (left column), voiced stops (middle column) and
sonorants (right column). Utterance-initial tokens are provided in the upper panel, while utterance-medial tokens in the
lower panel. The middle box represents the middle 50% of f0 values for each consonant category, while the dot inside
the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values outside the middle
50%.
speaker groups, with only males showing a significant f0 difference (7 Hz, z = –4.903, p <
.001), while females showing a non-significant difference (6 Hz, z = –2.065, p = .11435, see
Table 10). This latter result for female speakers could potentially be due to greater variability
in the f0 data in utterance-medial position in both singleton (SD value = 17 Hz) and geminate
(SD value = 21 Hz) environments, as also noted earlier. The next subsection, focusing on
manner of articulation/voicing type, will attempt to explain this particular trend in greater
detail.
3.2.3 Vowel onset f0: Manner of articulation/voicing effects
The distribution of f0 values at vowel onset after each manner of articulation/voicing type
is demonstrated in Figures 8 (males) and 9 (females). Detailed measurements and summary
statistics are given in Tables 11 (males) and 12 (females).
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Table 12 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results for
vowel onset f0 after singletons and geminates produced by female speakers according to manner of
articulation/voicing and utterance position.
Singletons Geminates
Manner of articulation/voicing n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial
Voiceless stops 268 213 (15) 274 226 (20) 13 –4.093 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 265 208 (15) 261 219 (18) 11 –3.823 <.01 ∗∗
Sonorants 324 208 (15) 322 220 (19) 12 –3.782 <.01 ∗∗
Utterance-medial
Voiceless stops 281 222 (18) 283 230 (22) 8 –2.637 .1247
Voiced stops 282 218 (16) 281 223 (20) 5 –1.823 .5982
Sonorants 335 218 (17) 331 223 (20) 5 –1.657 .7212
Figure 9 Distribution of f0 values (Hz) at vowel onset after singletons and geminates produced by female speakers according to
manner of articulation/voicing and utterance position: voiceless stops (left column), voiced stops (middle column) and
sonorants (right column). Utterance-initial tokens are provided in the upper panel, while utterance-medial tokens in the
lower panel. The middle box represents the middle 50% of f0 values for each consonant category, while the dot inside
the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values outside the middle
50%.
It can be observed in Figures 8 and 9 that the boxplots for geminates are generally
higher than those for singletons. With the exception of the female speaker data in utterance-
medial position (see below), the mean f0 values are always significantly greater (at least
p < .01) after geminates than after singletons across manners of articulation/voicing for
both speaker groups, although the mean f0 differences are relatively small. The significant
interaction between Length and Manner of Articulation/Voicing (p < .001), as mentioned
earlier, can be accounted for by the f0 patterns after voiceless stops: the magnitudes of f0
contrast are reinforced more substantially after this particular stop type, which is consistent
across utterance positions and speaker groups. As for voiced stops and sonorants, the mean f0
differences are smaller and are about the same across these two manner categories, particularly
for the female speaker data in utterance-medial tokens (see Table 12). Note that, in this context
(i.e. utterance-medial tokens for female speakers), the f0 differences between singletons and
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Table 13 Number of tokens, mean amplitude and f0 ratios, standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey
test results for ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and
geminates averaged across the entire corpus.
Singleton Geminate
Ratio type n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Amplitude 3647 0.99 (0.05) 3648 1.03 (0.06) 0.04 –12.34 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
f0 3560 0.97 (0.09) 3543 1.04 (0.12) 0.07 –5.272 1.35e-07 ∗∗∗
Figure 10 Distribution of ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates
averaged across the entire corpus: amplitude ratio (left) and f0 ratio (right). Data are collapsed across manners of
articulation/voicing types (voiceless stops, voiced stops and sonorants) and utterance positions (utterance-initial and
utterance-medial positions). The middle box represents the middle 50% of ratio values for each consonant category,
while the dot inside the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent
values outside the middle 50%.
geminates are all non-significant across consonant groups, including voiceless stops. In
addition, the f0 data is also more variable for female speakers in utterance-medial position
(i.e. with higher SD values), resulting in the overall heightened variability in this particular
environment, as emphasised earlier in the overall results.
3.3 Inter-syllabic differences
3.3.1 Overall results
The overall results for inter-syllabic differences are demonstrated in Figure 10, showing a
combined simplified distribution and outliers for amplitude ratio (left) and f0 ratio (right).
Detailed measurements and summary statistics are presented in Table 13.
In general, it can be seen in Figure 10 that there are different distributions of ratio values
for singletons and geminates, indicating that both amplitude and f0 ratios differ according
to the consonant contrast. That is, the boxplots for geminates are higher than those for
singletons. Post-hoc Tukey test results, shown in Table 13, indicate that there are significantly
higher ratios (p < .001) in the geminate context than in the singleton context across both
ratio types. Although the overall mean ratio differences between singletons and geminates
are relatively small (i.e. amplitude ratio = 0.04, z = –12.34; f0 ratio = 0.07, z = –5.272,
both p < .001), as expected, these two parameters appear to work together to give a greater
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acoustic salience to the first syllable of words beginning with geminate consonants. Under
the singleton column in Table 13, both ratio types show values below 1 in the mean ratios,
indicating a lower level of amplitude and f0 in the first than in the second syllable of words
beginning with singletons. On the contrary, the values for the mean ratios of words beginning
with geminates are above 1, suggesting that, in this context, the level of amplitude and f0 is
higher in the first syllable than in the second syllable.
A separate analysis of the individual speaker data reveals that, for amplitude ratio, there
are significant differences in the mean ratios separating singletons and geminates across all
speakers, with the largest difference being exhibited by MS4 (0.07, p < .001). As for f0 ratio,
the analysis shows that significant ratio differences are generally shown by most speakers to
designate the consonant contrast, with FS8 displaying the strongest effect (0.16, p < .001).
Only two speakers (FS6, FS7) show no effect (full speaker-specific results for amplitude ratio
and f0 ratio are provided in Appendix D). In addition, a closer inspection into vowel-specific
results shows that there is no clear pattern with regard to the role of vowel height on the
amplitude and f0 ratio results. That is, the differences between singletons and geminates may
not be due to differences in vowel qualities. For full vowel-specific results, see Appendix E
(amplitude ratio) and Appendix F (f0 ratio).
With respect to a contour shape (Figure 2 in Section 2.3 above), the observed values
below 1 can be inferred as a pattern for words with singletons that exhibit a RISING pattern
in the amplitude and pitch contours, while, for those with geminates, the values above 1
can be interpreted as a FALLING trend in the contours of amplitude and f0 from the first
to the second syllable. Note, however, that the degree of contrast between singletons and
geminates is somewhat larger for f0 ratio, suggesting that this parameter is a slightly more
promising dimension in signaling the singleton/geminate contrast in comparison to amplitude
ratio, particularly in utterance-initial position (see below on utterance position effects). We
can further validate this trend by comparing the mean ratios of f0 and amplitude shown in
Table 13. For words beginning with singletons, the lower mean f0 ratio (i.e. 0.97) suggests that
f0 values are likely to rise more steeply from the first to the second syllable as compared to
amplitude values. As for words with geminates, the higher mean f0 ratio (i.e. 1.04) implies that
f0 values tend to fall slightly more sharply from the first syllable to the next one as compared
to amplitude values. Yet, SD values are slightly higher in the f0 ratio data across consonant
length categories, more so in the case of geminates (i.e. 0.12, see Table 13), indicating greatest
variability in the relative values of f0 when words begin with geminates.
The two sets of data, amplitude ratio and f0 ratio, were each submitted to a maximally fit
mixed-effects model for the main effects LENGTH, POSITION, MANNER and interactions.
The summaries of coefficients are given in Tables 14 (amplitude ratio) and 15 (f0 ratio).
As shown, both amplitude and f0 ratios vary as a function of the consonant length,
utterance position and manner of articulation/voicing type. The results of likelihood ratio
tests (using model comparison) show that there is a significant interaction between LENGTH
and POSITION for both ratios of amplitude (X2 = 280.36, p < .001) and f0 (X2 = 169.24,
p < .001), i.e. magnitude differences between singletons and geminates change according
to utterance environment, with amplitude/f0 ratios being greater in utterance-initial position
than in utterance-medial position. Similarly, model comparison confirms that the interaction
between LENGTH and MANNER is significant (amplitude ratio: X2 = 76.7; f0 ratio: X2 =
26.179, both p < .001), i.e. the degrees of contrast in terms of relative values differ depending
on consonant manner/voicing type. In the following subsections, the effects of Utterance
Position and Manner of Articulation/Voicing are described in detail.
3.3.2 Inter-syllabic differences: Utterance position effects
Figure 11 illustrates the effect of utterance position on amplitude ratio (left) and f0 ratio
(right). Detailed measurements and summary statistics are provided in Table 16.
It can be observed in Figure 11 that the ratios are always significantly greater (at least p <
.01) in the geminate environment than in the singleton environment across utterance positions.
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Table 14 Coefficients of the best linear mixed-effects model of AMPLITUDE RATIOS with fixed factors LENGTH
(singleton and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-medial), MANNER (voiceless stop,
voiced stop and sonorant) and all interactions. Speaker was a random factor.
Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 1.027e+00 5.884e-03 174.623 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) 4.924e-02 3.933e-03 12.520 1.46e-12 ∗∗∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 1.694e-02 3.987e-03 4.247 .000484 ∗∗∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 2.618e-02 4.864e-03 5.381 4.13e-05 ∗∗∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 2.288e-02 6.119e-03 3.738 .001668 ∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 3.982e-02 2.355e-03 16.904 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 1.651e-02 2.856e-03 5.782 7.70e-09 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 2.436e-02 2.856e-03 8.529 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
Table 15 Coefficients of the best linear mixed-effects model of F0 RATIOS with fixed factors LENGTH (singleton
and geminate), POSITION (utterance-initial and utterance-medial), MANNER (voiceless stop, voiced
stop and sonorant) and all interactions. Speaker was a random factor.
Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 1.059e+00 1.789e-02 59.230 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) 8.087e-02 1.290e-02 6.269 9.84e-06 ∗∗∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 6.951e-02 2.180e-02 3.188 .00604 ∗∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 1.034e-02 3.751e-03 2.755 .00989 ∗∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 4.550e-02 3.637e-03 12.509 9.81e-14 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
POSITION (utterance-medial) 4.370e-02 3.340e-03 13.084 <2e-16 ∗∗∗
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiced stop) 4.510e-03 4.052e-03 1.113 .26579
LENGTH (singleton) ∗
MANNER (voiceless stop) 2.001e-02 4.038e-03 4.956 7.38e-07 ∗∗∗
However, there are always greater contrast enhancements between singletons and geminates
in utterance-initial position across ratio types (mean differences: amplitude ratio = 0.06,
z = –17.108; f0 ratio = 0.09, z = –6.973, both p < .001, see Table 16). The other important
finding is that such enhancements in utterance-initial position are implemented differently
between the two ratio types. On one hand, there is a lack of enhancement for amplitude
ratio, particularly for words beginning with singletons in which the mean amplitude ratio is
instead decreased in utterance-initial position (amplitude ratio = 0.98) as compared to that
in utterance-medial position (amplitude ratio = 1.00), i.e. a decrease of 0.02 (z = 5.720,
p < .001). On the other hand, utterance-initial enhancement is clearly present for f0 ratio,
especially for words beginning with geminates in which there is a particularly large increase
in the mean f0 ratio in utterance-initial position (f0 ratio = 1.08) as compared to that in
utterance-medial position (f0 ratio = 1.01), i.e. an increase of 0.07 (z = –3.184, p = .00489);
this particular heightening associated with geminates in utterance-initial position can be
interpreted as the largest pitch fall from the first to the second syllable of a disyllabic word,
thus reinforcing the singleton/geminate contrast in this utterance context. Note, however, that
there is greater variability of f0 values in this particular environment (i.e. SD value = 0.12),
as noted earlier in the overall results. In utterance-medial position, there are smaller, albeit
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Table 16 Number of tokens, mean amplitude and f0 ratios, standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test
results for ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates
according to utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Utterance position n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Amplitude ratio
Utterance-initial 1823 0.98 (0.06) 1824 1.04 (0.06) 0.06 –17.108 <1e-04 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial 1824 1.00 (0.05) 1824 1.03 (0.05) 0.03 –6.148 <1e-04 ∗∗∗
f0 ratio
Utterance-initial 1751 0.99 (0.09) 1740 1.08 (0.12) 0.09 –6.973 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial 1809 0.96 (0.09) 1803 1.01 (0.12) 0.05 –3.541 .00153 ∗∗
Figure 11 Mean ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates according to
utterance position. Amplitude ratio is shown on the left, while f0 ratio on the right. Data are collapsed across manners of
articulation/stop types (i.e. voiceless stops, voiced stops and sonorants).
significant, degrees of contrast between singletons and geminates for both ratios of amplitude
(0.03, z = –6.148, p < .001) and f0 (0.05, z = –3.541, p < .01). The next subsection will
elaborate details of manner of articulation/voicing effects underlying this pattern.
3.3.3 Inter-syllabic differences: Manner of articulation/voicing effects
Figures 12 (amplitude ratio) and 13 (f0 ratio) demonstrate the distribution of relative values
according to manner of articulation/voicing. Tables 17 (amplitude ratio) and 18 (f0 ratio)
present the detailed measurements and post-hoc Tukey test results.
The paradigmatic contrast enhancements between singletons and geminates in utterance-
initial position, as observed in the previous section, are clearest in the case of utterance-initial
voiceless stops across both ratio types (mean differences: amplitude ratio = 0.08, z = –17.719;
f0 ratio = 0.10, z = –7.879, both p < .001). Further, the heightening of geminates in the f0
ratio data, as noted earlier, is also due to utterance-initial voiceless stops in which the mean
ratio is greatest (i.e. 1.11, see Table 18). In utterance-medial position, the smaller magnitude
differences between singletons and geminates are more evident in the amplitude ratio data,
particularly for utterance-medial sonorants in which the mean ratio difference between the
two consonant categories is not statistically significant (p = .1999, see Table 17). As for f0
ratio, the mean ratio difference between singletons and geminates almost reaches significance
for utterance-medial voiced stops (p = .0586), while it is significant for utterance-medial
sonorants (p = .0244, see Table 18).
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Table 17 Number of tokens, mean amplitude ratios, standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results for
ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates according to
manner of articulation/voicing and utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Manner of articulation/voicing n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial
Voiceless stops 575 0.97 (0.06) 576 1.05 (0.06) 0.08 –17.719 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 576 0.99 (0.05) 576 1.05 (0.06) 0.06 –14.589 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 672 0.98 (0.05) 672 1.03 (0.05) 0.05 –11.289 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial
Voiceless stops 576 1.00 (0.06) 576 1.03 (0.06) 0.03 –6.856 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 576 1.01 (0.05) 576 1.04 (0.05) 0.03 –6.395 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 672 1.00 (0.05) 672 1.01 (0.05) 0.01 –2.601 .1999
Figure 12 Distribution of amplitude ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and
geminates according to manner of articulation/voicing and utterance position: voiceless stops (left column), voiced
stops (middle column) and sonorants (right column). Utterance-initial tokens are provided in the upper panel, while
utterance-medial tokens in the lower panel. The middle box represents the middle 50% of ratio values for each consonant
category, while the dot inside the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers
represent values outside the middle 50%.
4 Discussion
In this study, we have examined the potential roles of non-durational acoustic correlates (i.e.
amplitude and f0) in signaling the word-initial singleton/geminate consonant contrast in KM.
Abramson’s (1987) prediction for PM, with regard to the potential link between word-initial
consonant gemination and a set of additional cues alongside closure duration, as stated in
Section 1.2, seems generally to hold in our current data. As shown in Section 3.1 for vowel
onset amplitude and in Section 3.2 for vowel onset f0, the singleton/geminate contrast is
associated with systematic differences in the amplitude and f0 of the following vowel (at
least at vowel onset). The overall amplitude difference between singletons and geminates
(i.e. 3 dB) reaches the suggested JND value of 3 dB for intensity perception (Toole &
Olive 1988). As for the overall f0 difference, we find reliable and statistically significant
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Table 18 Number of tokens, mean f0 ratios, standard deviations, mean differences and post-hoc Tukey test results for ratios
of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates according to manner
of articulation/voicing and utterance position.
Singleton Geminate
Manner of articulation/voicing n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. z-value Pr(>|z|) Sig.
Utterance-initial
Voiceless stops 551 1.01 (0.09) 551 1.11 (0.12) 0.10 –7.879 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 543 0.98 (0.08) 532 1.07 (0.11) 0.09 –6.705 <.001 ∗∗∗
Sonorants 657 0.98 (0.09) 657 1.05 (0.12) 0.07 –5.789 <.001 ∗∗∗
Utterance-medial
Voiceless stops 568 0.98 (0.09) 570 1.03 (0.12) 0.05 –4.119 <.001 ∗∗∗
Voiced stops 570 0.96 (0.09) 567 1.00 (0.12) 0.04 –2.937 .0586 .
Sonorants 671 0.95 (0.09) 666 1.00 (0.12) 0.05 –3.233 .0244 ∗
Figure 13 Distribution of f0 ratios of the first and second syllables of disyllabic words beginning with singletons and geminates
according to manner of articulation/voicing and utterance position: voiceless stops (left column), voiced stops (middle
column) and sonorants (right column). Utterance-initial tokens are provided in the upper panel, while utterance-medial
tokens in the lower panel. The middle box represents the middle 50% of ratio values for each consonant category, while
the dot inside the box marks the median/middle quartile of the data. The upper and lower whiskers represent values
outside the middle 50%.
f0 differences between the two consonant categories for males (9 Hz) and females (8 Hz),
although at first glance they do not exceed the expected JND for frequency, i.e. between 10
to 15 Hz (Klatt 1973). That said, it is feasible to argue here that differences in both amplitude
and f0 may still function as mutually enhancing.
The RMS amplitude results in KM are comparable in particular to those previously
reported for PM (Abramson 1987) in which there is also a 3-dB difference between the vowels
produced after word-initial geminates and singletons, as discussed earlier in Section 1.1 (see
Table 1). In the case of vowel onset f0, the results in KM are consistent with those reported
for Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane 2007) in which there is a 10-Hz difference between the
vowels after singletons and geminates (calculated over the first 10 ms of the following vowel).
Pertaining to this particular finding, Ridouane (2007: 119) argues that the f0 differences shown
in vowels after Tashlhiyt Berber geminates, although not found to be statistically significant,
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may still possibly function as ‘enhancing correlates’ to compensate for a devoicing process
found in voiced stop tokens in that language. However, in KM, this is not necessarily the
case since voiced stop closures have been found to be reliably voiced in this variety, with the
exception of one female speaker FS8, as mentioned in Section 2.3 (see also Hamzah, Fletcher
& Hajek 2016). Although higher f0 is not necessarily produced in conjunction with longer
closure duration, as pointed out by Ridouane (2007), we may otherwise argue that, higher f0
values at vowel onset following all KM geminates observed in this study can nevertheless
plausibly be linked to considerably increased closure duration shown across all manners of
articulation/stop types (on duration patterns, see Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2016). That is,
the increased closure duration in KM geminates may suggest a build-up of intra-oral pressure
during longer constriction which may in turn have some potential effect on the amplitude/f0
of the consonant release (see e.g. Stevens 2000) and also of the following vowel, although this
speculation requires further experimental confirmation with regard to the potential association
between closure duration and amplitude/f0 in the context of KM word-initial geminates.
We asked at the beginning of this study whether amplitude and f0 differences at
vowel onset would be affected by utterance position; the results presented in the present
study for KM have shown that the largest magnitude difference between singletons and
geminates is always displayed in vowels following utterance-initial target consonants. This
observation can be interpreted again as an enhancing strategy to contribute to the signaling
of the singleton/geminate consonant distinction in utterance-initial position, particularly for
voiceless stops in which acoustic closure information is absent as a perceptual cue. There are,
however, different strategies within both consonant length categories to deliver larger contrast
in domain-initial position. In the case of vowel onset amplitude, larger magnitude differences
in utterance-initial position are due to the LOWERING of RMS values in the singleton
category (see Figure 4 in Section 3.1), while in the case of vowel onset f0, the size of contrast
in utterance-initial position is enhanced by LOWERING of f0 values within both singleton
and geminate categories, albeit at different rates and with much stronger effect in the female
speaker data (see Figure 7 in Section 3.2). As for ratio results, the larger contrast magnitude
between singletons and geminates in utterance-initial position is also realised differently: for
amplitude ratio, it is due to the LOWERING of amplitude ratio in the singleton category, while
for f0 ratio, it is due to the greater increase of the f0 ratio in the geminate length category (see
Figure 11 in Section 3.3). That amplitude/f0 values are lowered in utterance-initial position is
antithetical to Cho & Jun’s (2000) prediction on SYNTAGMATIC contrast enhancement (see
Section 1.4), i.e. it was expected that amplitude/f0 values would be enhanced in utterance-
initial position within both singleton and geminate categories. However, some of our findings
have shown that the amplitude/f0 values are instead lowered within these categories. Our
results nevertheless provide some evidence for PARADIGMATIC contrast enhancement (Cho
& Jun 2000), i.e. larger magnitude differences between singletons and geminates in terms
of changes in the level of intensity and pitch in the following vowel are always realised in
utterance-initial position (see Figures 4, 7, 11). It is also worth noting that the present study
examines all target consonants in relatively prominent position (i.e. with informational focus),
as mentioned in Section 2.2. As shown in Italian and many other languages (Avesani, Vayra
& Zmarich 2007; Cho & Keating 2009), prominence has an impact on the acoustics and the
overall kinematic properties of syllables. In addition, boundary effects in the utterance-initial
condition may also lead to different patterns, as has been discussed in e.g. Cho & Keating
(2009) and Cho, Lee & Kim (2014). This speculation, however, requires further experimental
confirmation with regard to the effects of focus and prominence on consonant gemination
in KM in different prosodic contexts, particularly with regard to non-durational acoustic
correlates such as amplitude and f0.
With respect to manner of articulation/voicing variation, the heightened contrast in
utterance-initial position is usually largest for voiceless stop tokens. For the vowel onset
amplitude data, the mean amplitude difference between singletons and geminates is found to
be largest after utterance-initial voiceless stops (i.e. 5 dB), which exceeds the suggested JND
value for the perception of intensity, i.e. 3 dB (Toole & Olive 1988). This particular finding
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can be linked to a possible contrast enhancement intended to assist listeners to ‘perceive’ the
voiceless stop geminate in this utterance-initial context. There is also the typical relationship
between higher f0 and voiceless stops in the vowel onset f0 data in KM, as shown in the current
data. That is, it is generally accepted in the literature on f0 that the first few tens of milliseconds
of the vowel are influenced by the voicing characteristics of the preceding consonant, with
f0 at vowel onset usually being higher following voiceless stops than following voiced stops
(e.g. House & Fairbanks 1953). In KM, this situation is apparent across the board, particularly
in utterance-initial position where the mean f0 differences between voiceless stop singletons
and geminates are highest for both males (12 Hz) and females (13 Hz). In addition, these
f0 differences are also within the threshold of the suggested JND for frequency, i.e. 10 to
15 Hz (Klatt 1973). As for voiced stops and sonorants, the degree of contrast in terms of
amplitude and f0 is smaller, which appears to be reflective of the perceptual value of clear
voicing/resonance in the closure phases of the target consonant. Although VOT and stop
release bursts are not the focus in the current study, previous small-scale studies for KM
presented in Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek (2011, 2012) have also shown that utterance-initial
voiceless stop geminates in KM are associated with shortest VOT but greatest burst amplitude,
which can further enhance the voiceless stop length contrast in utterance-initial environments;
further detailed investigation on VOT and stop release bursts are warranted to expand our
current findings on amplitude and f0.
Our findings in KM broadly converge with the data reported for word-medial geminates
in Japanese (Idemaru & Guion 2008) and also Lebanese Arabic (Al-Tamimi & Khattab
2011, see Table 1 in Section 1.1), i.e. in the way that there are systematic amplitude and
f0 differences in vowels surrounding singletons and geminates, suggesting the potential co-
variation between the acoustic properties in the target consonant and those in adjacent vowels.
In the wider literature on phonological contrasts, the results found here in KM are also for the
most part consistent with studies that investigate the fortis/lenis contrast (e.g. Kim, Beddor
& Horrocks 2002), the voiced/voiceless distinction (e.g. Stevens & Klatt 1974) and the
aspirated/unaspirated contrast (e.g. Pind 1999), i.e. in the sense that systematic differences
in acoustic properties are observed in a vowel that follows these phonological contrasts, in
particular f0 variation.11 It is important to bear in mind, however, that the current study only
examines the effect of amplitude/f0 at the onset of the following vowel; it remains to be seen
in KM whether there is also systematic variation in amplitude and f0 at the midpoint or the
offset of the following vowel. Our RMS and f0 data also have to be interpreted with caution
as the results were based on raw calculations, as mentioned earlier in Section 2.3.
With regard to the potential role of inter-syllabic differences at word level, the results
presented in Section 3.3 have shown that the relative values of amplitude and f0 of the first
syllable to the second syllable of a disyllabic word do appear to contribute to the enhancement
of the consonant contrast in KM, with significantly higher amplitude and f0 ratios for words
beginning with word-initial geminates, although closer inspection finds the effects hold always
for voiceless and voiced stops, but for sonorants only in utterance-initial position. No such
effect is found for amplitude ratios for utterance-medial sonorants (see Table 17 in Section
3.3), although, pending further investigation, it remains unclear at this stage why this might
be the case. We have also demonstrated that the consonant contrast in terms of relative values
across syllables is enhanced in utterance-initial position, particularly for words beginning with
voiceless stops. This finding is generally consistent with the interpretation of ratio results in
PM presented by Abramson (1998) in that the initial syllable of a disyllabic word beginning
with voiceless stop geminates is always associated with greater salience (i.e. higher ratios
of amplitude and f0) than that beginning with singletons. Our results are also in line with
11There have been numerous studies dedicated to the association of f0 with Korean stops, which has been
reported to be higher for vowels following fortis stops than following lenis stops. Cho & Keating (2001),
for example, report that there is a 15-Hz difference (p < .001) between vowels in the fortis and lenis
environments, with the vowels following fortis stops being significantly higher in f0 than those following
lenis stops (see also e.g. Chang 2007, Kang & Guion 2008).
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Abramson’s (1998: 8) proposal of ‘accentual system’. Finally, we have observed in the current
data in KM that the overall magnitude of contrast between singletons and geminates is larger
for relative f0 in comparison to relative amplitude, which accords well with Abramson’s
(1998) observation of a stronger effect of f0 ratio in PM. Our ratio results in KM have also
shown that the fall of amplitude and f0 from the first to the second syllable is always greater
across geminates than across singletons, particularly for voiceless stop tokens produced in
utterance-initial contexts. These results are in tandem with the previously noted observations
of Idemaru & Guion (2008) and also Kubozono et al. (2011) with respect to contour shapes
across syllables in Japanese. Bear in mind that, for ratio results, we did not take into account
the intrinsic differences between vowel qualities. However, we hope that these ratio results
would provide alternative insights into non-durational characteristics of KM geminates, in
addition to the raw results of vowel amplitude and vowel f0.
5 Conclusion
This study has examined in detail the nature and the potential roles of two non-durational
acoustic correlates (amplitude and f0) in signaling the word-initial singleton/geminate
consonant contrast in an understudied language, Kelantan Malay. The overall results have
shown that the KM consonant contrast is reflected through systematic variation in vowel
onset amplitude, vowel onset f0, and, in almost all contexts tested, the relative values of
amplitude and f0 across syllables. At this end, it appears that KM word-initial geminates are
reliably characterised not only by longer closure duration (Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2016;
Hamzah, Hajek & Fletcher 2016), shorter VOT for voiceless stops (Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek
2011) and, to a certain degree, shorter post-consonantal vowel duration (Hamzah, Hajek &
Fletcher 2012), but also, as shown in the current study, by greater amplitude and f0 in the early
part of the following vowel, and also by higher ratios of amplitude and f0 across syllables of
disyllabic words. Also, because of these additional correlates, the saliency of the consonant
contrast is preserved in utterance-initial position where the contrast is likely to be weakened,
particularly in the case of voiceless stops. Since the singleton/geminate contrast in KM only
occurs word-initially, and, by extension, frequently also utterance-initially, extra effort from
native speakers may be required to produce a clear distinction in utterance-initial position,
which mirrors the additional strategy employed by, for example, the speakers of PM (i.e. the
use of amplitude/f0, Abramson 1998) and also Cypriot Greek (i.e. the use of VOT, Arvaniti &
Tserdanelis 2000) to maintain the same word-initial consonant contrasts in these languages.
The acoustic results in our study suggest that there are several non-closure cues that
contribute to contrast enhancement in KM. The fact that utterance-initial voiceless stop
geminates are associated with shorter VOT (Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2011) as well as
with higher burst amplitude values (Hamzah, Fletcher & Hajek 2012) supports the view
that there is a potentially different phonetic implementation strategy for this particular stop
type at least. Although domain-initial strengthening effects are implemented differently within
consonant length categories (e.g. vowel onset amplitude, see Figure 4), they can be interpreted
as the manifestation of greater articulatory effort in order to maintain the singleton/geminate
contrast in domain-initial position. This observation is line with Cho & Jun’s (2000) concept of
paradigmatic contrast enhancement which claims that the phonological contrast is maximised
at prosodically strong locations, i.e. utterance-initial position. In a nutshell, acoustic
enhancement of the consonant contrast is evident in the KM corpus, with strengthening
possibly functioning in combination with durational parameters to signal the word-initial
consonant contrast. Future work should investigate articulatory parameters associated with
this contrast to see whether indeed there are differences in intraoral pressure, for example,
among singleton and geminate stops in KM. Analysis of spontaneous speech may also
provide further insights into the production of word-initial consonant gemination in authentic
communicative data with particular focus on the potential influence of post-lexical prosody.
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Appendix A. Mixed-effects models
The best five maximally fit mixed-effects models were applied to the amplitude/f0 data
examined in this study: all models tested fixed effects and interactions between consonant
length, utterance position and manner of articulation on the word-initial singleton/geminate
consonant contrast in KM.
Model1: Vowelonsetamplitude  length+position+manner + length∗position + length∗
manner + (length+position+manner|speaker)
Model2: Vowelonsetf0male  length+position+manner + length∗position + length∗manner
+ (length+position+manner|speaker)
Model3: Vowelonsetf0female  length+position+manner + length∗position + length∗
manner + (length+position+manner|speaker)
Model4: amplituderatio  length+position+manner + length∗position + length∗manner +
(length+position+manner|speaker)
Model5: f0ratio  length+position+manner + length∗position + length∗manner + (length+
position+manner|speaker)
Appendix B. Speaker-specific results (vowel onset amplitude)
Table A1 Number of tokens, mean RMS amplitude values (dB), standard deviations, mean differences and ANOVA results
for singletons and geminates according to speaker.
Singleton Geminate
Speaker n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (dB) Df F Pr(>F) Sig.
MS1 228 66 (2) 228 70 (3) 4 1,454 231.20 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS2 228 65 (3) 228 68 (4) 3 1,454 80.76 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS3 228 62 (2) 228 67 (2) 5 1,454 535.96 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS4 228 71 (3) 228 75 (2) 4 1,454 282.73 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS5 228 68 (4) 228 72 (4) 4 1,454 164.84 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS6 227 68 (2) 228 69 (2) 1 1,453 41.12 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS7 228 70 (2) 228 72 (2) 2 1,454 168.43 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS8 228 67 (3) 228 72 (3) 5 1,454 362.79 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS1 228 55 (3) 228 57 (3) 2 1,454 82.99 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS2 228 56 (3) 228 59 (3) 3 1,454 77.58 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS3 228 69 (4) 228 73 (4) 4 1,454 86.51 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS4 228 68 (3) 228 71 (3) 3 1,454 88.57 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS5 228 69 (3) 228 72 (3) 3 1,454 137.96 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS6 228 71 (3) 228 72 (2) 1 1,454 7.74 <.01 ∗∗
FS7 228 75 (2) 228 78 (2) 3 1,454 207.74 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS8 228 74 (2) 228 76 (2) 2 1,454 135.75 <.001 ∗∗∗
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Appendix C. Speaker-specific results (vowel onset f0)
Table A2 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and ANOVA results for
singletons and geminates according to speaker (males).
Singleton Geminate
Speaker n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) Df F Pr(>F) Sig.
MS1 224 133 (7) 218 139 (8) 6 1,440 71.69 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS2 216 128 (5) 221 133 (6) 5 1,435 80.21 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS3 227 122 (5) 216 131 (6) 9 1,441 302.71 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS4 228 111 (7) 228 120 (6) 9 1,454 236.68 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS5 227 120 (13) 226 133 (10) 13 1,451 140.71 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS6 227 129 (6) 228 131 (6) 2 1,453 12.13 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS7 228 114 (5) 227 122 (6) 8 1,453 220.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS8 228 106 (7) 227 121 (10) 15 1,453 330.31 <.001 ∗∗∗
Table A3 Number of tokens, mean f0 values (Hz), standard deviations, mean differences and ANOVA results for
singletons and geminates according to speaker (females).
Singleton Geminate
Speaker n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. (Hz) Df F Pr(>F) Sig.
FS1 224 203 (9) 228 204 (8) 1 1,450 1.28 .259 n.s.
FS2 215 200 (9) 214 203 (8) 3 1,427 9.27 <.01 ∗∗
FS3 228 231 (15) 228 253 (15) 22 1,454 240.64 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS4 228 222 (12) 226 232 (13) 10 1,452 74.33 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS5 202 219 (15) 205 225 (17) 6 1,405 13.60 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS6 222 233 (6) 213 237 (6) 4 1,433 56.62 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS7 211 209 (9) 213 213 (7) 4 1,422 22.82 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS8 225 199 (9) 225 220 (17) 21 1,448 296.21 <.001 ∗∗∗
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Appendix D. Speaker-specific results (amplitude and f0 ratios)
Table A4 Number of tokens, mean amplitude ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and ANOVA results for
singletons and geminates according to speaker.
Singleton Geminate
Speaker n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. Df F Pr(>F) Sig.
MS1 228 1.00 (0.05) 228 1.06 (0.06) 0.06 1,454 125.67 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS2 228 0.99 (0.06) 228 1.03 (0.06) 0.04 1,454 61.59 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS3 228 0.98 (0.05) 228 1.03 (0.05) 0.05 1,454 134.40 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS4 228 0.99 (0.05) 228 1.06 (0.04) 0.07 1,454 207.57 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS5 228 1.00 (0.06) 228 1.05 (0.06) 0.05 1,454 77.10 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS6 227 0.98 (0.04) 228 1.00 (0.03) 0.02 1,453 42.93 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS7 228 1.00 (0.05) 228 1.05 (0.05) 0.05 1,454 104.25 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS8 228 0.97 (0.06) 228 1.03 (0.05) 0.06 1,454 116.82 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS1 228 0.99 (0.07) 228 1.02 (0.07) 0.03 1,454 27.02 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS2 228 1.01 (0.05) 228 1.05 (0.06) 0.04 1,454 64.56 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS3 228 1.01 (0.06) 228 1.05 (0.07) 0.04 1,454 39.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS4 228 0.97 (0.07) 228 1.02 (0.07) 0.05 1,454 61.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS5 228 0.99 (0.05) 228 1.02 (0.05) 0.03 1,454 58.85 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS6 228 1.02 (0.04) 228 1.03 (0.04) 0.01 1,454 12.39 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS7 228 0.99 (0.03) 228 1.02 (0.03) 0.03 1,454 105.17 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS8 228 0.99 (0.04) 228 1.02 (0.04) 0.03 1,454 87.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
Table A5 Number of tokens, mean f0 ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and ANOVA results for singletons and
geminates according to speaker.
Singleton Geminate
Speaker n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. Df F Pr(>F) Sig.
MS1 224 0.96 (0.10) 218 1.00 (0.13) 0.04 1,440 13.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS2 216 1.04 (0.07) 221 1.08 (0.07) 0.04 1,435 35.91 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS3 227 1.00 (0.05) 216 1.06 (0.06) 0.06 1,441 111.33 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS4 228 0.96 (0.09) 228 1.09 (0.07) 0.13 1,454 313.60 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS5 227 0.91 (0.08) 226 0.96 (0.16) 0.05 1,451 19.43 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS6 227 0.96 (0.06) 228 0.98 (0.06) 0.02 1,453 17.05 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS7 228 1.00 (0.09) 227 1.15 (0.11) 0.15 1,453 237.05 <.001 ∗∗∗
MS8 228 0.97 (0.08) 227 1.09 (0.13) 0.12 1,453 141.03 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS1 224 0.98 (0.06) 228 1.00 (0.07) 0.02 1,450 4.15 <.05 ∗
FS2 215 1.03 (0.06) 214 1.06 (0.07) 0.03 1,427 23.92 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS3 228 1.10 (0.06) 228 1.19 (0.08) 0.09 1,454 235.62 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS4 228 0.93 (0.08) 226 1.02 (0.10) 0.09 1,452 89.85 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS5 202 1.03 (0.10) 205 1.09 (0.11) 0.06 1,405 32.32 <.001 ∗∗∗
FS6 222 0.89 (0.06) 213 0.89 (0.07) — 1,433 0.30 .582 n.s.
FS7 211 0.93 (0.07) 213 0.94 (0.08) 0.01 1,422 3.79 .051 .
FS8 225 0.92 (0.06) 225 1.08 (0.12) 0.16 1,448 289.51 <.001 ∗∗∗
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Appendix E. Vowel-specific results (amplitude ratio)
Table A6 Number of tokens, mean amplitude ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and adjusted p-values
for singletons and geminates according to vowel height (utterance-initial position).
Singleton Geminate
Vowel height/phoneme n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. p-value Sig.
/i/
/p/ 96 0.96 (0.04) 96 1.04 (0.05) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 96 0.92 (0.04) 96 1.00 (0.05) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 95 1.01 (0.03) 96 1.05 (0.04) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 96 1.00 (0.04) 96 1.07 (0.05) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 96 0.98 (0.04) 96 1.04 (0.05) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ɡ/ 96 0.99 (0.04) 96 1.03 (0.05) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/m/ 96 0.98 (0.06) 96 1.02 (0.06) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/n/ 96 0.96 (0.05) 96 1.01 (0.05) 0.05 <.001 ∗∗∗
/l/ 96 0.94 (0.04) 96 1.00 (0.04) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/a/
/p/ 96 1.03 (0.05) 96 1.13 (0.06) 0.10 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 96 0.98 (0.04) 96 1.06 (0.04) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 96 0.94 (0.05) 96 1.02 (0.05) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 96 0.98 (0.04) 96 1.05 (0.04) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 96 0.96 (0.05) 96 1.03 (0.05) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ɡ/ 96 1.04 (0.05) 96 1.11 (0.05) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/m/ 96 1.01 (0.04) 96 1.08 (0.05) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/n/ 96 0.98 (0.04) 96 1.02 (0.03) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/l/ 96 0.97 (0.07) 96 1.03 (0.06) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ŋ/ 96 1.00 (0.03) 96 1.03 (0.03) 0.03 <.001 ∗∗∗
Table A7 Number of tokens, mean amplitude ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and adjusted p-values
for singletons and geminates according to vowel height (utterance-medial position).
Singleton Geminate
Vowel height/phoneme n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. p-value Sig.
/i/
/p/ 96 0.99 (0.03) 96 1.03 (0.05) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 96 0.94 (0.04) 96 0.98 (0.04) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 96 1.02 (0.03) 96 1.03 (0.03) 0.01 .984 n.s.
/b/ 96 0.99 (0.04) 96 1.04 (0.05) 0.05 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 96 0.99 (0.03) 96 1.03 (0.04) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ɡ/ 96 1.00 (0.05) 96 1.00 (0.05) — 1.000 n.s.
/m/ 96 1.00 (0.04) 96 1.02 (0.04) 0.02 .689 n.s.
/n/ 96 0.99 (0.05) 96 1.00 (0.04) 0.01 .916 n.s.
/l/ 96 0.95 (0.04) 96 0.97 (0.03) 0.02 .441 n.s.
/a/
/p/ 96 1.08 (0.06) 96 1.11 (0.07) 0.03 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 96 1.00 (0.04) 96 1.03 (0.04) 0.03 <.05 ∗
/k/ 96 0.98 (0.03) 96 1.02 (0.03) 0.04 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 96 1.01 (0.03) 96 1.04 (0.03) 0.03 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 96 1.00 (0.05) 96 1.02 (0.04) 0.02 <.05 ∗
/ɡ/ 96 1.05 (0.03) 96 1.07 (0.04) 0.02 .07 .
/m/ 96 1.05 (0.04) 96 1.05 (0.04) — 1.000 n.s.
/n/ 96 1.00 (0.03) 96 1.00 (0.03) — 1.000 n.s.
/l/ 96 1.02 (0.06) 96 1.04 (0.05) 0.02 .805 n.s.
/ŋ/ 96 1.00 (0.03) 96 1.00 (0.03) — 1.000 n.s.
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Appendix F. Vowel-specific results (f0 ratio)
Table A8 Number of tokens, mean f0 ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and adjusted p-values for
singletons and geminates according to vowel height (utterance-initial position).
Singleton Geminate
Vowel height/phoneme n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. p-value Sig.
/i/
/p/ 91 1.00 (0.10) 84 1.11 (0.12) 0.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 90 1.03 (0.09) 91 1.14 (0.11) 0.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 95 1.02 (0.09) 96 1.14 (0.11) 0.12 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 95 1.00 (0.08) 94 1.09 (0.11) 0.09 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 91 0.99 (0.08) 87 1.09 (0.12) 0.10 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ɡ/ 96 1.00 (0.07) 93 1.07 (0.10) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/m/ 93 0.99 (0.08) 89 1.08 (0.13) 0.09 <.001 ∗∗∗
/n/ 94 0.96 (0.09) 95 1.03 (0.13) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/l/ 93 0.98 (0.07) 94 1.07 (0.11) 0.09 <.001 ∗∗∗
/a/
/p/ 90 0.99 (0.09) 93 1.10 (0.11) 0.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 92 0.98 (0.09) 94 1.05 (0.11) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 93 1.01 (0.09) 93 1.12 (0.11) 0.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 88 0.95 (0.08) 87 1.03 (0.12) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/d/ 84 0.96 (0.09) 81 1.06 (0.10) 0.10 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ɡ/ 89 0.99 (0.08) 90 1.10 (0.12) 0.11 <.001 ∗∗∗
/m/ 94 0.97 (0.08) 96 1.05 (0.11) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/n/ 96 0.97 (0.08) 95 1.04 (0.10) 0.07 <.001 ∗∗∗
/l/ 91 0.94 (0.09) 92 1.02 (0.11) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
/ŋ/ 96 1.02 (0.09) 96 1.10 (0.11) 0.08 <.001 ∗∗∗
Table A9 Number of tokens, mean f0 ratio, standard deviations, mean differences and adjusted p-values for
singletons and geminates according to vowel height (utterance-medial position).
Singleton Geminate
Vowel height/phoneme n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD) Mean dif. p-value Sig.
/i/
/p/ 93 0.96 (0.10) 95 1.02 (0.13) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/t/ 95 0.99 (0.09) 93 1.05 (0.12) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/k/ 95 1.00 (0.10) 95 1.06 (0.12) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 95 0.97 (0.08) 92 1.02 (0.11) 0.05 <.01 ∗∗
/d/ 96 0.96 (0.09) 95 1.00 (0.12) 0.04 <.05 ∗
/ɡ/ 96 0.97 (0.09) 96 1.01 (0.13) 0.04 <.05 ∗
/m/ 96 0.97 (0.09) 94 1.02 (0.14) 0.05 <.01 ∗∗
/n/ 96 0.92 (0.09) 96 0.98 (0.13) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/l/ 96 0.97 (0.08) 95 1.00 (0.11) 0.03 .185 n.s.
/a/
/p/ 95 0.99 (0.10) 96 1.02 (0.12) 0.03 .734 n.s.
/t/ 95 0.95 (0.08) 95 1.00 (0.10) 0.05 <.05 ∗
/k/ 95 0.98 (0.09) 96 1.04 (0.11) 0.06 <.001 ∗∗∗
/b/ 93 0.94 (0.09) 95 0.97 (0.11) 0.03 .826 n.s.
/d/ 94 0.94 (0.09) 93 0.98 (0.13) 0.04 .144 n.s.
/ɡ/ 96 0.98 (0.08) 96 1.01 (0.11) 0.03 .376 n.s.
/m/ 96 0.96 (0.08) 96 0.99 (0.12) 0.03 .599 n.s.
/n/ 96 0.95 (0.08) 96 0.98 (0.10) 0.03 .900 n.s.
/l/ 95 0.93 (0.09) 94 0.98 (0.12) 0.05 .054 .
/ŋ/ 96 0.97 (0.09) 95 1.02 (0.12) 0.05 <.05 ∗
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